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ABSTRACT: Multilayer coextrusion processing was applied to produce 2049-layer film of poly(butylene succinate-co-butylene 
adipate) (PBSA) confined against poly(lactic acid) (PLA) using forced assembly, where the PBSA layer thickness was about 60 
nm. This unique technology allowed to process semi-crystalline PBSA as confined polymer and amorphous PLA as confining pol-
ymer in a continuous manner. The continuity of PBSA layers within the 80/20 wt% PLA/PBSA layered films was clearly evidenced 
by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Similar thermal events to the reference films were revealed by thermal studies; indicating no 
diffusion of polymers during the melt-processing. Mechanical properties were measured for the multilayer film and the obtained 
results were those expected considering the fraction of each polymer, revealing the absence of delamination in the PLA/PBSA 
multi-nanolayer film. The confinement effect induced by PLA led to a slight orientation of the crystals, an increase of the Rigid 
Amorphous Fraction (RAF) in PBSA with a densification of this fraction without changing film crystallinity. These structural 
changes allowed to strongly improve the water vapor and gas barrier properties of the PBSA layer into the multilayer film up to two 
decades in the case of CO2 gas. By confining the PBSA structure in very thin and continuous layers, it was then possible to improve 
the barrier performances of a biodegradable system and the resulting barrier properties were successfully correlated to the effect of 
confinement on the microstructure and the chain segment mobility of the amorphous phase. Such investigation on these multi-
nanolayers of PLA/PBSA with the aim of evidencing relationships between microstructure implying RAF and barrier performances 
has never been performed yet. Besides, gas and water permeation results have shown that the barrier improvement obtained from 
the multilayer was mainly due to the reduction of solubility linked to the reduction of the free volume while the tortuosity effect, as 
usually expected, was not really observed. This work brings new insights in the field of physico-chemical behaviors of new multi-
layer films made of biodegradable polyesters but also in interfacial processes due to the confinement effect induced in these multi-
nanolayer structures obtained by the forced assembly coextrusion. This original coextrusion process was a very advantageous tech-
nique to produce eco-friendly materials with functional properties without the help of tie layer, additives, solvents, surface treat-
ments or inorganic fillers. 
INTRODUCTION 
The constraints of recycling, marketing, weight and cost have 
led to the development of innovative solutions to replace 
packaging made of glass or metal with very high barriers 
capabilities. Over the last years there has been a growing 
industrial demand to develop new multifunctional organic 
materials of highly improved thermal, mechanical and barrier 
or selective properties, especially in packaging (bottles, food 
packaging, cosmetics, pharmaceutics…), transport (vehicles, 
aeronautic), building trade, energy (pipeline, tank…), and 
more recently in biomedical devices.  
One way to make more performant materials is the use of 
multilayer films in which the material resistance is obtained 
from the layer additivity. Nowadays, the usual commercial 
multilayer films are made of few polymeric layers of several 
micrometers. It is however possible to form a multilayer struc-
ture with many nanolayers composed of alternating polymers 
layers by applying an innovative technique, named multilayer 
coextrusion process, which was developed by Dow 40 years 
ago1,2 and more recently updated by Baer’s group in Case 
Western Reserve University.3 This forced assembly layered 
melt-coextrusion technique consists of combining two poly-
mers more or less compatible by forcing the two melt polymer 
flows in a classical 3-layers A/B/A coextrusion feedblock and 
and then through a series of multiplying elements in order to 
obtain a single film having up to thousands of alternating A 
and B layers with nanometric thickness. During the last dec-
ades, by applying this technique the resulting multilayer films 
have exhibited enhanced properties like optical,4 mechani-
cal5,6,7 or gas barrier properties.8,9,10,11 More recently, this tech-
nique was used to control the architecture at the micro-
/nanoscale of multiphase polymer systems, like nanocompo-
sites12,13 or triblock copolymers.14  
Figure 1. Schematics of the continuous two-component coextrusion process equipped with the multiplying-element device. 
In some cases using semi-crystalline polymers as alternating 
polymers, it has been stated that this technique induces a one-
dimensional confined crystallization.15 Indeed, it has been 
reported that the spherulitic morphology can be transformed 
into one-dimensional crystalline lamellae due to a significant 
decrease of the layer thickness. It has been observed an in-
plane orientation of crystalline lamellae in the case of 
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)16 or poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL),17 
confined with an amorphous polymer (typically poly(styrene) 
PS). This orientation or alignment led to a substantial decrease 
of gas permeability with more than two orders of magnitude 
for confined PEO layers against PS. In some cases, to obtain 
this kind of crystals orientation, a biaxially stretching can be 
applied on the multilayer films during melt coextrusion and 
led to an increase of the barrier properties.18,19,20  The change 
in crystalline phase can accordingly have an impact on the 
amorphous phase through a stiffening of a part of macromo-
lecular chains. Recently, it has been emphasized a relation 
between changes in barrier performances with the occurrence 
of a Rigid Amorphous Fraction (RAF), as an intermediate 
phase between crystalline and amorphous phases,21 in PBSA 
monolayer films,22 although not contributing to the heat capac-
ity increment of the glass transition. 
Moreover, faced with the reduction of the fossil resources and 
because of the environmental challenge, a great attention is 
focused on eco-friendly materials, especially biodegradable 
polymers used for packaging applications. Therefore, a well-
known alternative is the use of poly(lactic acid) (PLA) but its 
barrier properties remain weak compared to usual polymers 
like PE, PP, PET… To improve these properties, one technical 
way, while keeping the idea to prepare biopolyester films, is to 
combine PLA with another biodegradable polymer, the 
poly(butylene succinate-co-butylene adipate) (PBSA), which 
could be confined by PLA during the nano-layered coextru-
sion processing. Multilayer films of PLA/PBSA containing 80 
wt% of PLA were prepared by using a 10-multiplying ele-
ments-device to form a film with 2049 alternating layers. To 
our knowledge, such biodegradable system has never been 
performed. To have a better insight in the effect of confine-
ment on the crystallization, PLA acting as the confining poly-
mer was taken amorphous so that the crystallization only 
occurs for PBSA. For the sake of comparison, monolayer 
films of PLA and PBSA were also extruded to serve as refer-
ence films and to highlight the influence of the mi-
cro/nanolayers of PLA and PBSA on thermal, mechanical and 
barrier properties of the multilayer film. 
The aim of this work was to investigate the effect of PBSA 
confinement against PLA on the structure and the microstruc-
ture of the multilayer film by Differential Scanning Calorime-
try DSC, modulated temperature Differential Scanning Calo-
rimetry MT-DSC, X-Ray Diffraction (WAXS) and by me-
chanical testing. In the present study, the resulting enhanced 
barrier properties of this such layered structure were character-
ized by probing the film through permeation kinetics by the 
help of various molecular probes (N2, O2, CO2, H2O), which 
differ in size as well as in interaction capacity with both poly-
mers. In terms of barrier properties, the results obtained from 
water and gas permeation are new and unpublished yet. The 
interpretation of these results has pointed out clearly the high 
potential of these new biodegradable films prepared via forced 
assembly coextrusion and that can be considered for packag-
ing and medical applications, PLA and PBSA being already 
used separately. To our knowledge, such study on these new 
materials made of multi-nanolayers of PLA/PBSA has never 
been performed yet. This experimental work has evidenced 
specific characteristics with enhanced barrier and mechanical 
properties which are found essential for industrial applications 
like food packaging or medical devices (suture, implant, dress-
ing…), PLA and PBSA having also biocompatible properties.  
In addition, in a context of sustainable development increas-
ingly in demand and focused on biodegradable polymers for 
reducing plastic pollution, eco-friendly materials such as biop-
olyesters are of great interest. To date PLA remains the main 
biobased polyester used in packaging. Therefore the design of 
new material assembly offering enhanced properties such as 
multilayer PLA/PBSA is a very promising way especially as 
this system can be industrialized.  
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
Materials. Amorphous poly(lactic acid),23 referenced as 
4060D grade (L/D isomer ratio of 88:12, Tg = 55 °C, Mw = 
113,6 kg/mol),24 was supplied by Resinex (France). Semi-
crystalline poly(butylene succinate-co-butylene adipate) PBSA 
(Tg = - 43 °C, Tm = 88 °C, Mw = 150 kg/mol), referenced as 
PBE001, was obtained from NaturePlast (France) with 20 
mol% of Butylene Adipate units. Before multilayer coextru-
sion process, the PLA and PBSA pellets were dried under 
vacuum at 60 °C for 12 h to eliminate residual moisture. The 
temperature of 170°C was chosen as the extrusion temperature 
according to the viscosities of the PLA and of PBSA poly-
mers. They were found to be equal to 5165 and 2380 Pa.s, 
respectively, at this temperature and at the same shear rate as 
processing conditions (1-10 s-1), inducing a viscosity rate of 2, 
which ensures a reasonable viscosity match in the feedblock 
between both polymers.  
Films preparation. The PLA and PBSA pellets were loaded 
into two separate single-screw extruders (a 30 mm screw 
diameter with a screw length to diameter ratio of 33D 
(30/33D) Mapre extruder at 26 rpm with a 
165/180/180/190/190/190 °C temperature profile for PLA and 
a 20/20D Scamex extruder at 26 rpm with a 
120/150/150/160/170 °C temperature profile for PBSA) and 
the two melt flows converged in a 3-layer (A/B/A) feedblock 
for coextrusion process with a total flow fixed at 5 kg/h. The 
proportion of the multilayer is 80 wt% of PLA and 20 wt% of 
PBSA. The resulting melt flow was sent through 10 layer 
multiplying elements at 170 °C, as shown in Figure 1, each of 
them cutting vertically the melt flow into two parts which 
were thereafter superposed and compressed. At the end of the 
multilayer coextrusion process, the temperatures of flat die 
and the chill roll were at 170 °C and 40 °C, respectively. The 
total film thickness was of 300 μm at a constant 80/20 ratio of 
PLA/PBSA, with theoretically 2049 layers meaning that the 
PBSA layers thickness was approximately of 60 nm. Addi-
tionally, in sake of comparison, the monolayer films of PLA 
and PBSA were extruded using a classical single-screw ex-
truder, without a feedblock and multiplying-elements device, 
under similar processing conditions. The final thickness of the 
films was approximately 200 μm. The films were stored under 
vacuum with P2O5 at room temperature before characteriza-
tion.  
Structural characterization. Morphological characteriza-
tion. In order to investigate the layered structure, films were 
cut perpendicular to the plane of the film using an ultramicro-
tome (LKB BROMMA 2088 Ultratome) at room temperature 
with a diamond knife. The obtained smooth cross-section was 
imaged under ambient conditions by Atomic Force Microsco-
py (AFM) using a Veeco Nanoscope V in tapping mode.  
Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) experiments were 
performed using a Xeuss 2.0 instrument from Xenocs. This 
SAXS/WAXS laboratory beamline is composed of a GeniX3D 
Cu Ultra Low Divergence microsource operated at 30 kV and 
0.30 mA. The Cu–Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) is collimated with 
a FOX3D mirror and two pairs of Scatterless slits 2.0. 
Through-view and edge-views 2-D patterns were recorded on 
a Pilatus 200K detector. Radial intensity profiles I(2θ) are 
obtained by azimuthal integration of the 2D-patterns using 
FIT2D software. Quantitative analyses have been performed 
over the 2θ range 5°<2θ <42° using PeakFit software. For 
characterizing the crystal index, the average diffractogramm is 
then calculated from normalized radial intensity profiles I(2θ) 
recorded in the three principal directions of film. All scattering 
peaks and amorphous halos are fitted assuming Pearson VII. 
For PBSA, the assignment of the scattering peaks was based 
on previous results.25 The weight fraction of the crystalline 
phase Xc is determined from the ratio of the specific scattering 
contribution of the crystal phase to the total scattering area. In 
the case of multilayer films, the crystal content of PBSA is 
calculated considering the weight fraction of the polymer in 
the multilayer system.  
Thermal properties. Thermal analyses of the monolayer and 
multilayer films were performed in order to determine the 
degradation profile and the corresponding temperature by 
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA), and to highlight chang-
es in crystallinity and the characteristic temperatures by Dif-
ferential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). TGA analyses were 
conducted on a Q500 TGA from TA Instruments with a heat-
ing rate of 10 °C/min from 30 to 600 °C under nitrogen at-
mosphere. The degradation temperature (Tdeg) also expressed 
as Tonset, was determined when losing 5 wt% of the sample. 
DSC and MT-DSC analyses were performed with a DSC 
Q2000 from TA Instruments. DSC measurements were con-
ducted on 6-7 mg of sample placed in an aluminum pan at a 
heating/cooling rate of 10 °C/min from -60 to 200 °C. In order 
to well separate the different thermal events and also to deter-
mine the Rigid Amorphous Fraction (RAF) and the Mobile 
Amorphous Fraction (MAF), MT-DSC measurements in 
“Heat-Only” mode were carried out on 2-3 mg of sample from 
-90 to 200 °C with the following parameters: ±0.21 °C for the 
oscillation amplitude, 80 s for the oscillation period and 
1°C.min-1 for the heating rate. The degree of crystallinity,  	,
was determined by the following equation:  
 	(%) = 	
∆	
 	− 	∆	
∆	

∗ 100 (1) 
where ∆	
 is the melting enthalpy, ∆	 is the enthalpy of 
crystallization and ∆	

  is the melting enthalpy of a 100% 
theoretical crystalline polymer. For the PBSA, ∆	

 	 is equal 
to 113.4 J/g.26  
The MAF, noted 
, was calculated from the glass transition 
by: 

 	(%) = 	
∆
∆
∗ 100 (2) 
where ∆ is the specific heat capacity of PBSA and ∆
 is 
the specific heat capacity for a 100% amorphous polymer. The 
∆
, equal to 0.614 J.g-1.°C-1, was previously determined by
Bandyopadhyay et al.27  
The RAF, noted , was deduced by: 
 	(%) = 	100 − ( +	
)	 (3) 
Uniaxial mechanical test. Mechanical tests were performed 
on an Instron 5543 traction machine at room temperature with 
a 500 N load cell at a crosshead speed of 25 mm/min. The 
samples with 30 mm in length and 4 mm in width were pre-
pared. A minimum of tens specimens per film were tested. The 
average value for the mechanical parameters, tensile strength, 
Young’s modulus and elongation, were calculated from the 
corresponding stress-strain curves.  
Transport properties. Gas permeation. Gas permeation 
measurements based on “time-lag” method were performed at 
25 °C with a home-made apparatus28 which is constituted by a 
permeation cell containing the film placed between the up-
stream and the downstream compartments. After a drying step 
under vacuum for 15h, the tested gas (N2, O2, or CO2) was 
introduced at 4 bars into the upstream compartment, while a 
pressure sensor recorded the increasing of pressure in the 
downstream compartment. The permeability coefficient, P, 
usually expressed in Barrer (1 Barrer = 10-10 cm3(STP) cm cm
-2
s-1 cmHg-1), was determined considering the gas pressure 
passed through the film at the steady state of permeation pro-
cess, according to:  
 = 	
 ∗ 
∆
(4) 
where  is the stationary flux,  is the film’s thickness and 
∆ is the difference of pressure between the upstream and the 
downstream compartments of the permeation cell.    
The stationary flux, , was determined from the slope  of 
the kinetic curve at long time:   
 = 	
 ∗ 
 ∗  ∗ 
(5) 
with  is the volume of the downstream compartment,  is the 
surface of film exposed to gas,  is the ideal gas constant and 
 is the experimental temperature. 
By assuming no plasticization effect is induced by the diffus-
ing gas molecules, the diffusion coefficient D can be calculat-
ed as follows: 
 =
²
6 ∗ #
(6) 
where tl represents the time called “time-lag” which was de-
termined from the intercept of the asymptotic straight line of 
the stationary flux with the time axis.
Then the solubility coefficient S of diffusing gas molecules in 
the film can be deduced from: 
$ =

 
(7) 
To predict the permeability coefficient of a polymer when 
involved into a multilayered structure.10,29,30,31 and also to 
directly compare with the experimental values, the mathemati-
cal equation resulting to the well-known series model was 
applied according to:  
1
PLA/PBSA
=	
%PLA
PLA
+	
%PBSA
PBSA
(8) 
with % is the volume fraction of the polymer into the multi-
layer film and  is the permeability coefficient of the corre-
sponding monolayer film. To calculate the volume fraction, 
we have considered the density values measured at 25°C and 
which were 1.21 and 1.22 for PLA and PBSA; respectively. 
These values are close to those given by suppliers (PLA: 1.24 
from NatureWorks-Resinex, PBSA: 1.23 from NaturePlast).  
Also, we have prepared a PLA/PBSA blend film with the 
same composition (PLA/PBSA 80:20) as for the multilayer 
film. In both cases, we have obtained the same density 1.24, 
meaning that at the macroscopic scale, the confinement has no 
effect on the density. 
Water permeation. Water permeation measurements were 
performed at 25 °C using a lab-built device. The permeation 
cell was composed of an upside and a downside compartments 
separated by the tested film and swept by dry nitrogen until a 
low constant dew point temperature (-70 °C) was reached and 
monitored by a chilled mirror hygrometer (Elcowa®, France, 
General Eastern Instruments). Then, the upstream part of the 
cell was filled with liquid water (milli Q) and the water per-
meation flux was measured using the rising dew point temper-
ature as a function of time. At the stationary state, the permea-
tion flux, , is directly proportional to the permeability coef-
ficient P (expressed in Barrer) according to equation 4. In the 
case of water permeation, ∆ is the difference of water vapor 
pressure between the upstream and the downstream compart-
ments of the permeation cell. 
In the case of vapors such as water, it is usually observed a 
plasticization phenomenon which leads to increase the free 
volume. This well-known behavior, considered as a Fickian 
process of type B,32 is usually fitted from an exponential law 
of diffusion according to: 
 =   ∗ &
'.) (9) 
where D0 is the diffusion coefficient when the permeant con-
centration is close to 0, γ  is the plasticization factor and C is 
the local concentration of the permeant molecules.
At the stationary state, when C=Ceq, the maximum coefficient 
diffusion DM can be determined from: 
 * =   ∗ &
'.)+, (10) 
where γ.Ceq is the plasticization coefficient. 
Figure 2. a) Photography of the PLA/PBSA multilayer film to highlight its homogeneity and its transparency and b) AFM images of the 
multilayer film of 80/20 PLA/PBSA with PLA in light and PBSA in dark. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As previously reported,16,17,31,33 the barrier properties of a 
polymer film are usually strongly affected by the morphology 
developed during the film-forming process. Therfore, the 
elaboration of a multilayer structure using the layer-
multiplying coextrusion process could be a way of obtaining a 
certain orientation of polymer chains in the extrusion direc-
tion, which can accordingly hinder the transfer of permeants.22 
Therefore the structural and morphological analyses were 
carried out to verify the possible change in crystallinity and 
crystal orientation. In the present work, the monolayer films of 
PLA and PBSA served as reference films in sake of compari-
son to the 2049-multilayer film composed of PLA/PBSA 
(80/20 wt%).  
Structure and morphology. From AFM observation taken on 
the cross-section of the films, i.e. in the extrusion direction 
(Figure 2), it can be observed the existence of continuous and 
homogeneous PBSA layers within the multilayer film. The 
average thickness of the PBSA layers measured from the AFM 
phase images following the method described in Bironeau et 
al.34 varies from 50 to 70 nm, as expected. The layer integrity 
is maintained within all the film. In addition, the multilayer 
film is viewed as a transparent film (Figure 2a), meaning that 
the transparence is maintained after the formation of 2049 
layers of alternating polymers. Indeed, to quantify the trans-
parency, PLA, PBSA and PLA/PBSA multilayer films have 
been analyzed by using the UV-Visible spectrophotometer 
Cary 100 Bio (Varian). The measurements have been per-
formed at λ=600 nm and at three different zones of all the 
films having the same thickness. The mean values obtained in 
absorbance were 0.101 ± 0.006 ; 2.0 ± 0.1 and 0.52 ± 0.02  for 
PLA, PBSA and PLA/PBSA films, respectively. The low 
values of PLA and PLA/PBSA which are relatively close 
highlight that PLA/PBSA multilayer keep a quite good trans-
parency (and as shown from images of Figure 2).   
The WAXS patterns recorded on the face and on the cross 
section for each film are presented on Figure 3. The PLA film 
is represented by one broad halo, characteristic of an amor-
phous structure. The PBSA film exhibits two diffraction rings, 
indicative of the presence of a crystalline phase. Concerning 
the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA, both amorphous and crys-
talline phases are detected. As regard the chain orientation, 
while monolayer films exhibits rather isotropic structure, a 
slight crystal orientation is evidenced in the case of 
PLA/PBSA on both transverse and extrusion view patterns. 
This result may be surprising considering that in some previ-
ous works 9,16,17,33 on multilayer films, an in-plane crystals is 
reported in confined polymer layer. The process conditions 
may be considered to explain this result. In the present study, 
the fact that the PBSA layers thickness was close to 60 nm 
seems to be not sufficient to force crystal alignment. 
Figure 3. WAXS patterns for the monolayer films of PLA and PBSA and the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA (80/20) performed in the film 
face, in the transverse direction (TD) and in the extrusion direction (ED). 
The average WAXS diffractograms of the monolayer films of 
PLA and PBSA, and of the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA are 
presented in Figure 4. The simulated PLA/PBSA film diffrac-
togram is calculated considering the diffractogram and the 
ratio of each pure component. The good agreement between 
the experimental and calculated profiles suggests that the 
structures of both polymers are similar in monolayer and mul-
tilayer films, especially the crystal content of PBSA. To calcu-
late the degree of crystallinity associated with the PBSA layers 
into the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA, the crystalline contri-
bution was extracted from the WAXS diffractogram (consider-
ing the PBSA weight fraction) and the resulting profile (Figure 
5b) is compared to that of the monolayer film of PBSA (Fig-
ure 5a). As shown in Figure 5, the diffraction planes are simi-
lar with a degree of crystallinity found to be equal to 46% for 
the PBSA and 42% for the PBSA under multilayer form. Note 
that this result is consistent with the good agreement between 
the experimental diffractogram and the simulated one, the 
latter being calculated considering the diffractogram and the 
ratio of each pure component.  
Figure 4. WAXS diffractograms for the monolayer film of PLA, 
the monolayer film of PBSA and the multilayer film of 
PLA/PBSA. 
Figure 5. Deconvolution of WAXS diffractogramms presenting the amorphous halo and diffraction planes for a) the monolayer film of 
PBSA and b) the PBSA part into the multilayer film. 
Table 1. Thermal properties for the monolayer films of PLA and PBSA and the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA (80/20). 
Classical DSC TGA MT-DSC 
T.	PBSA 
(°C) 
T.	PLA 
(°C) 
T/	PBSA (°C) 
(heat) 
T0	PBSA 
(°C) 
Tdeg 
(°C)
ΔC3PBSA 
(J.g-1.°C-1)
ΔC3PLA 
(J.g-1.°C-1) 
X/  PBSA 
(%) 
RAF (%) 
PLA monolayer - 55 - - 328 - - - - 
PBSA monolayer -46 - 67 90 349 0.33 - 38 9 ± 4 
PLA/PBSA 
multilayer 
-46 53 71 91 325 0.25* 0.50* 40 21 ± 4 
*values of ΔC3 are calculated after normalization to the PBSA amount for the first glass transition and after normalization to the PLA
amount for the second glass transition. 
Thermal and mechanical studies. The characteristic temper-
atures (glass transition temperature, T., crystallization temper-
atures, T/, melting temperature, T0) measured from the first 
heat cycle of DSC analyses are gathered in Table 1. The de-
gree of crystallinity is accordingly calculated. In addition, the 
degradation temperature measured by TGA analysis is added 
into the Table 1. The corresponding DSC thermograms are 
plotted in Figure 6. Although the second heat cycle in DSC is 
usually considered due to the erasure of the thermal history of 
the material, the thermal events are calculated from the first 
heat cycle because the material is assumed to be in the same 
thermal and structural states when analyzing by permeation 
measurements.  
For the PLA polymer, the glass transition and degradation 
temperatures are in good agreement with those reported in the 
literature for an amorphous PLA.23 Similar comment can be 
exposed for the PBSA polymer.26,35 The endothermic event for 
the PBSA polymer detected around 35 °C, as already ob-
served,36 is related to the melting of small and imperfect pol-
ymer crystals.37 In addition, an exothermic event around 67 °C 
relative to a cold crystallization is observed just before the 
main melting peak at 90 °C, as reported.38 As the melting 
temperatures of the monolayer film of PBSA and the multi-
layer film matched, one can state that the crystalline lamellae 
sizes are close accordingly.  
As summarized in Table 1, the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA 
has the same characteristic temperatures as the monolayer 
films of PLA and PBSA.  
One possible explanation for the lower Tdeg of PLA/PBSA 
multilayer can be related with the elaboration of the films. For 
those films, the layer multiplying device increases substantial-
ly the residence time of the polymers in the process, which 
may induce consequently a higher degradation. Besides the 
multiplication of interfaces may favor degradation as interfac-
es can play the role of domains of preferential attack during 
thermal degradation. However, even if some degradation can 
occur it must be also considered that the difference in Tdeg 
between PLA/PBSA multilayer film (containing in majority 
PLA) and PLA is relatively low (3°C) taking into account the 
measurement errors. 
It appears not possible to separate the PBSA crystallization 
from the PLA glass transition phenomenon due to a localiza-
tion in the same temperature range. This can be bypassed by 
using MT-DSC measurements, which separate the glass transi-
a) b)
tion phenomenon observed in the reversible heat flow signal 
from the other kinetic events, like the PBSA crystallization, 
observed in the non-reversible heat flow signal (Figure 7). 
Figure 6. First-heat DSC thermograms for the monolayer films of 
PLA and PBSA and the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA (80/20). 
Furthermore, the MT-DSC is a powerful technique to accu-
rately measure the PBSA glass transition temperature, difficult 
to detect by classical DSC measurements due to the small 
proportion of PBSA (20 wt%) within the multilayer film of 
PLA/PBSA. The MT-DSC was also used to well determine the 
ΔC3of PBSA by means of a measurement with a low heating 
rate (1 °C/min) in order to highly improve the resolution.  
MT-DSC reversing and non-reversing heat flow curves for 
PBSA monolayer are given in Supporting Information (S1). 
As shown in Figure 7, the different thermal events were well 
separated and attributed. The values measured for the multi-
layer film merged well with the values of the reference films, 
indicating any polymer interdiffusion phenomenon between 
the two immiscible polymers during the melt coextrusion 
processing.  
The Rigid Amorphous Fraction, RAF, of PBSA was then 
calculated according to Equation 3 and is found to be equal to 
9% and 21% in the case of the monolayer film and the multi-
layer film, respectively. (Supporting Information S2)  
This significant increase in local rigidity, probably located at 
the interface between the crystals and the amorphous chains, 
can be the result of the confinement of the PBSA layers in-
duced by the PLA layers during forced assembly by multilayer 
coextrusion. The heat capacity step of PLA in the multilayer 
gives a value equals to 0.50 J g-1 K-1, after normalization to 
PLA content. This is consistent with the value of ∆Cp ob-
tained for neat PLA.50 It is quite reasonable to assume that 
PLA behaves similarly in mono- or multilayers. 
The mechanical properties, gathered in Table 2, are in good 
agreement with those reported in the literature for PLA39,40 and 
PBSA35,41,42 polymers (curves in Supporting Information S3). 
However, it can be noted that the average elongation at break 
(1360%) for PBSA does not totally correspond to those given 
in the literature (ranging from 35 to 1000 %) but clearly re-
mains in the same order of magnitude for the highest values.  
Figure 7. MT-DSC reversing and non-reversing heat flow curves 
for the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA showing a) the two glass 
transition temperatures b) the crystallization and melting tempera-
tures of PBSA into the multilayer film. 
Table 2. Mechanical properties of the monolayer films of PLA and PBSA, and the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA. 
Elastic modulus (MPa) Yield stress (MPa) Elongation at break (%) 
PLA monolayer 2141 ± 89 61 ± 4 8 ± 2
PBSA monolayer 241 ± 19 17 ± 1 1360 ± 148
PLA/PBSA multilayer 1723 ± 79 54 ± 3 37 ± 10
data from additivity law 1761 52 
Concerning the multilayer film, as shown by images of a mul-
tilayer PLA/PBSA sample (Figure 8) the absence of delamina-
tion during tensile tests and after breaking evidences the good 
quality in interfacial adhesion between the two immiscible 
polymers of the multilayer structure, indicating a rather good 
compatibility between both polyesters as well as a good ho-
mogeneity of the confined layers without any apparent defects 
and microvoids. In addition, the resulting elastic modulus and 
yield stress is relatively consistent with those calculated apply-
ing the additivity law based on the weight fractions of the two 
polymers. The adding of PBSA with PLA is particularly inter-
esting because it improves the ductility of the PLA (elongation 
at break changed from 8 to 37%) while keeping good stiffness 
and modulus of PLA.  
Figure 8. Images of the multilayer sample of PLA/PBSA during a 
tensile test and after breaking. 
Barrier properties. The values of the permeability coeffi-
cients of the films towards gases (N2, O2, CO2) and water 
vapor are gathered in Table 3. The values of the monolayer 
films (Figure 9) are found to be similar to those reported for 
PLA43,44 and PBSA45 films. For example, oxygen permeation 
measurements on an amorphous PLA were carried out by 
Picard et al.46 and they have found a permeability coefficient 
and a diffusivity coefficient equal to 0.50 Barrer and 1.4 10-8 
cm2.s-1, respectively, which is close to the obtained values in 
this work.  
Gas barrier properties. In first, despite the semi-crystalline 
structure of PBSA, it can be observed that the amorphous PLA 
film exhibits higher barrier properties, whatever the gas tested 
(Figure 9). This finding can be related to the fact that at the 
measurement temperature of 25 °C, the amorphous PLA 
chains are at glassy state (Tg = 55 °C), and hence without 
mobility, while the PBSA chains are at rubbery state (Tg = -43 
°C). Furthermore, in that case, it is remarkable that the associ-
ation of PBSA, as confined polymer, and PLA, as confining 
polymer, under a multilayer form results in better properties 
than the PLA film, except for N2 gas. Clearly the inherent 
continuous nanolayered structure and the decrease of PBSA 
permeability (see Table 3, calculated PPBSA in the multilayer 
film) have strongly impacted the transport properties of 
PLA/PBSA film. This finding highlights structural changes 
induced by the continuous alternating between the amorphous 
PLA layers and the thin confined crystalline PBSA layers, and 
probably a certain densification of the PBSA amorphous phase 
by RAF increase.  
The PN2 < PO2 < PCO2 ranking (Figure 9) observed for all films 
complies with the nature and diameter of gas molecules.47 CO2
gas usually induces the highest permeability coefficient owing 
to its low kinetic diameter (3.30 Å) and higher critical temper-
ature (31.15 °C). In contrast, the low critical temperature of N2 
(-146.94 °C), which has a higher dynamic diameter (3.64 Å) 
compared to oxygen (3.46 Å), explains the lowest permeability 
coefficient.  
Figure 9. Gas permeability, diffusion and solubility coefficients 
for the monolayer films of PLA and PBSA and the multilayer film 
of PLA/PBSA. 
Table 3. Gas and liquid water permeability coefficients for the monolayer films of PLA and PBSA and for the multilayer 
film of PLA/PBSA. 
Permeability coefficient (in Barrer*) 
N2 O2 CO2 H2O 
PLA monolayer 0.069 ± 0.003 0.320 ± 0.001 0.80 ± 0.03 2510 ± 124
PBSA monolayer 0.271 ± 0.009 0.743 ± 0.002 9.19 ± 0.05 8126 ± 300
PLA/PBSA multilayer 0.078 ± 0.002 0.284 ± 0.006 0.422 ± 0.008 2049 ± 19
Calculated permeability PLA/PBSA 
(using eq. 6) 
0.081 0.361 0.982 2915 
Improvement Factor of the mul-
tilayer film PLA/PBSA 
1.0 1.3 2.3 1.4 
Calculated PBSA in the multi-
layer film (using eq. 7) 
0.162 0.196 0.146 1186 
Improvement Factor of the con-
fined PBSA nanolayers 
1.7 3.8 62.9 6.9 
* 1 Barrer = 10-10 cm3(STP) cm cm
-2 s-1 cmHg-1
The gas permeability P is driven by the dynamic diameter of 
gas as well as by their critical temperature through the diffu-
sion coefficient D related to gas mobility and the solubility 
coefficient S relative to gas-polymer interactions, where P is 
expressed as P = D×S. The diffusivity DCO2 < DN2 < DO2 rank-
ing (Figure 9), except for the PBSA film, was obtained and is 
in accordance with the decrease in the van der Waals volume 
of gas permeants (VCO2 = 42.46 > VN2 = 39.13 > VO2 = 31.83 
cm3.mol-1). Such dependence is commonly reported in the 
literature. For the PBSA film, the fact that DCO2 > DN2 is rather 
consistent with the dynamic diameter (φCO2 = 3.30 < φN2 = 
3.64 Å). It seems that the molecular size of diffusing species 
differs between the amorphous state of PLA and the semi-
crystalline state of PBSA. In fact the gas permeation results do 
not make possible to say whether the amorphous state or the 
semi-crystalline state of the materials are at the origin of this 
behavior. As the diffusion of gas molecules can be correlated 
to the molecular size but considering two types of penetrant 
size means that the gas transport through PLA and PBSA is 
different. This discrepancy in diffusivity results would be 
linked to the structural differences between PLA and PBSA 
which lead to different ratio of available free volume in the 
material more or less accessible and depending on the mobility 
of segment chains, considering that the crystalline phase of 
PBSA brings tortuosity and can constrain some amorphous 
chains, the amorphous phase being in the rubbery state where-
as the PLA is amorphous and in the glassy state.   
For the solubility coefficient, the SN2 < SO2 < SCO2 ranking 
(Figure 9) follows the change in critical temperatures of gas 
permeants. Considering that crystals act as obstacles for diffu-
sion and solubility, it is not surprising that the film of the 
semi-crystalline polymer (PBSA) presents lower solubility 
coefficients compared to the film of amorphous polymer 
(PLA), irrespective of gas molecules. Furthermore, with the 
increase in RAF, although the degree of crystallinity of 40% is 
equal to that of the PBSA film, one can note a large reduction 
in solubility for the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA. One can 
infer that the assembly of alternating layers with a semi-
crystalline polymer as confined layers hinders the gas solubili-
ty owing the creation of more rigid polymer chain area result-
ing from the micro-distortion of the chain packing during 
melt-processing leading to a certain localized densification. In 
others words, the reduction of the free volume and of mobility 
of some amorphous chains would be at the origin of the de-
crease of the gas solubility and consequently of the gas perme-
ability. However, it must be reminded that there is no system-
atic correlation between stiffness and densification of the 
amorphous phase. It has been shown for example that the 
crystallization of PLA under its disordered crystalline form 
generates dedensified RAF48 that causes barrier properties to 
be equivalent or worse in comparison to amorphous PLA.49,50 
It is worth mentioning that our hypothesis of amorphous phase 
densification is consistent with the variations of solubility 
coefficient, yet needs experimental evidences, by positron 
annihilation lifetime spectroscopy for example. 
When compared to the calculated permeability values using 
the series model, the gas barrier improvement of PLA/PBSA 
multinanolayer films deduced would be mainly due to the 
reduction of the solubility rather than of the diffusivity (Figure 
9). It seems that the times of diffusion are not so much in-
creased as it could be expected if we consider the reduction of 
chain segment mobility, the constrained amorphous chains in 
RAF and so the densification increase in the confined layers. 
By studying the transport properties of PBSA films prepared 
by compression-molding or extrusion process, Charlon et al22 
have shown that the amount of RAF did not significantly 
increase the tortuosity because of the size of the RAF which is 
generally considered to be small in comparison with the adja-
cent crystalline and MAF phases. Moreover, their results of 
gas permeation have clearly demonstrated that by increasing 
the RAF of PBSA films with the extrusion process in compari-
son with the compression-molding, the O2 and CO2 barrier 
properties were improved and this was mainly due to the re-
duction of the gas solubility. These correlations between RAF 
and gas solubility reduction are really consistent with our 
results.      
Water vapor barrier properties. To overcome the effect relat-
ed to the film thickness, the water permeation kinetics were 
corrected using the reduced scale J.L = f(t/L2). As shown in 
Figure 10a, the water permeation flux as a function of the 
reduced time, is faster for the PBSA film until a higher con-
stant value at steady state is measured (the water permeability 
coefficient is accordingly calculated at the stationary state). 
This finding is again related to the glassy/rubbery state of 
polymers at the measurement temperature. Considering the 
steady state of the water permeation, the permeation flux of 
the multilayer film is lower than those of the two monolayer 
films. This result clearly attests for an improvement of the 
barrier properties of the semi-crystalline PBSA polymer when 
prepared in multilayer form mainly because of its confinement 
by the PLA layers which allows to increase the RAF percent 
and to modify the local density of the amorphous phase by 
reducing the free volume.   
Figure 10. a) Reduced and b) normalized water permeation 
curves as a function of the reduced time for the monolayer films 
of PLA and PBSA and the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA. 
From the normalized water permeation curves as a function of 
the reduced time (see Figure 10b), one can note a slight in-
crease in the delay time in diffusion of the flux curve for the 
multilayer film compared to the PBSA film but at the same 
time a faster time in diffusion compared to the PLA film, 
indicating that tortuosity effects expected due to possible 
alignment and micro-distortion of PBSA crystals within the 
confined layers are not so strong. This is confirmed by the   
values, which is commonly determined from the slope of the 
curve. These results are in good agreement with those of gas 
permeation highlighting much more effect resulting from the 
solubility than from the diffusivity.  
Unlike gas molecules, water usually induces a plasticization 
effect and the dependence of the water diffusivity on the water 
concentration is usually described through an exponential law, 
that is  =  &
').51 The analysis of this law was already used
to fit well the water permeation flux of PLA52 and PBSA.36 
From data of Table 4, as D0 < DM  (the maximum diffusion 
coefficient, Eq.10), it means that the water-induced plasticiza-
tion occur for the multilayer film, and also for the two mono-
layer films. However, the water concentration Ceq at the equi-
librium state (steady state) within the multilayer film of 
PLA/PBSA is clearly lower than those of the two reference 
films, indicating a limitation in the water concentration at-
tributable to the formation of thin PBSA layers and to a reduc-
tion in chain mobility by RAF formation. Again this result 
agrees well with the reduction of solubility that may be caused 
by the reduction of the free volume due to the densification 
increase in the confined layers.   
Table 4. Water permeation parameters for the monolayer films of PLA and PBSA and the multilayer film of PLA/PBSA. 
P (Barrer) 
D0 
(10-8 cm2.s-1) 
DM 
(10-8 cm2.s-1) 
γCeq 
γ 
(cm3.mmol-1) 
Ceq
(mmol.cm-3) 
PLA monolayer 2510 ± 124 0.87 ± 0.07 11.6 ± 0.7 2.6 ± 0.2 4.0 ± 0.1 0.67 ± 0.03
PBSA monolayer 8126 ± 300 2.0 ± 0.5 26.0 ± 8.0 2.6 ± 0.6 2.8 ± 1.0 0.90 ± 0.10
PLA/PBSA multilayer 2049 ± 19 1.1 ± 0.1 20.0 ± 5.0 2.9 ± 0.2 8.6 ± 2.0 0.34 ± 0.06
Improvement factor. The predicted permeability of a film 
composed of PLA and PBSA at a 80:20 ratio was determined 
using the equation 8 based on the experimental permeability 
coefficients of the monolayer films paired with the volume 
fractions. One can note that the calculated values are always 
higher than the measured values, irrespective of permeants 
(Table 3). This result is a theoretical approach to outline the 
effect of the nanolayer processing inducing nanoconfinement.  
Second, to highlight the improvement of barrier properties, the 
permeability coefficient of the PBSA layers within the multi-
layer film was extracted from the series model (see eq. 7) and 
is further compared to the experimental value for the mono-
layer film of PBSA. The calculated permeability 	PBSA in the 
multilayer film of PLA/PBSA was then determined by:  
PBSA = 
%PBSA
1
Film
−
%PLA
PLA
(11) 
From Table 3, one can point out that the calculated permeabil-
ity 	PBSA is very significantly lower to the experimental per-
meability of the reference film, whatever the permeant, show-
ing structural changes due to confinement effect in PBSA 
layers during the melt-coextrusion processing and that ex-
plains the improvement in barrier properties. The transfer of 
permeants through the multilayer film is as a result limited by 
the RAF formation, by the densification of the RAF when the 
PBSA was under multilayer form and probably by a reduction 
of the free volume obtained by the confinement effect. This 
influence on the permeant transfer can be highlighted by the 
improvement factor which was determined by the ratio of the 
permeability of PBSA in the monolayer film to the permeabil-
ity of the PBSA into the multilayer film. The results given in 
Table 3 are graphically represented in Figure 11. 
Figure 11. Graphical representation of the improvement of PBSA 
barrier properties. 
The best improvement factor, i.e. the best decreasing of per-
meability, is obtained with water and CO2 with 7 and 63 of 
improvement, respectively. It emerges that the best improve-
ment converges to a two-decade increase in the latter case. On 
the other hand, we can note that the difference between the 
PBSA permeability value in the monolayer and the PBSA 
permeability value calculated in the multilayer is much lower 
for N2 with respect to O2, CO2 and H2O. First, the fact that the 
barrier improvement is not the same for all gases is not sur-
prising and generally observed in most cases such as for nano-
composite materials. Besides, it can be observed for the same 
material a barrier improvement to some permeants while the 
permeability for other permeants can be highly increased, as 
shown for PHBV based nanocomposites.53 These differences 
in barrier effect between gases or vapors are usually interpret-
ed taking into account kinetic (tortuosity effect) and thermo-
dynamic (interaction) aspects. In our case, we infer that the 
lower barrier effect for N2 would be due to its lower capacity 
to be dissolved in comparison with other penetrants. Indeed, 
by considering that the barrier improvement is mainly due to 
the reduction of solubility, it is expected that the reduction of 
free volume would impact much more molecules having high-
er condensability and that is the case especially for CO2.  Thus 
the constrained amorphous chains in RAF located at the crys-
tal/amorphous interface but also the densification of the amor-
phous chains induced by the confinement effect would partici-
pate to the decrease of the fraction of the free volume in the 
multilayer leading to strongly reduce the ability of gas mole-
cules to be dissolved in the confined layers. This is all the 
more pronounced as the molecule is condensable.   
In a general way, in the PLA/PBSA multilayer, as the crystal-
linity was not modified, the small orientation of the crystals, 
the decrease of the free volume linked to the densification 
increase and the increase of constrained chains in the confined 
nanolayers allowed to interpret the barrier effects for gas and 
water.  
CONCLUSIONS 
Nowadays, faced with a competitive market of packaging 
which requires more eco-friendly materials of high perfor-
mances such as strong barrier properties, we have developed 
innovative biodegradable multi-nanolayer films by using 
nanolayer processing based on forced assembly of two biode-
gradable polymers: PLA and PBSA. A two-decades improve-
ment of CO2 barrier properties were obtained for the confined 
PBSA. Such an improvement results from the structural 
change induced by the confinement effect in the PBSA 
nanolayers and leading to a slight orientation of the crystals, 
an increase of the rigid amorphous fraction percent for the 
PBSA and its probable densification as revealed by the de-
crease of the solubility coefficient for the multilayer film. 
Considering that the enhancement of the barrier properties can 
be due to concomitant effects (densification, reduction of 
chain segment mobility, orientation of amorphous chains, 
increase of  tortuosity), it will be very interesting to quantify 
the decrease of the free volume in the multilayer structure, 
however its determination by positron annihilation lifetime 
spectroscopy (PALS) could be quite difficult because of the 
complex structure of this multilayer which contains alternating 
semi-crystalline layers. 
The confinement of PBSA, though less barrier than PLA, by 
multilayer coextrusion processing were performed without 
polymer interdiffusion and with a good layer integrity. The 
resulting biodegradable multi-nanolayer film was found to be 
more barrier and ductile than a film made solely of PLA while 
keeping its good stiffness, in opposition to a classical multi-
layer film. It can be noted that this improvement was induced 
by the presence of only 20 wt% PBSA that shows at which 
point the confinement effect can play an important role. Fur-
thermore, in spite of the opacity of PBSA, we have successful-
ly kept the transparency of PLA in the multilayer film, which 
is a key parameter for a future industrial use as the ductility 
plays also an important role. 
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